Role of the hippocampus in temporal and spatial navigation: an adaptive neural network.
The hippocampus has been proposed to participate in either spatial or temporal mapping. As an alternative to these seemingly conflicting views, we hypothesized that the hippocampus computes 'aggregate predictions' of environmental events that are used to control associative learning. Aggregate predictions forecast what event is going to occur, when in time, and where in space. The hypothesis assumes that activity of hippocampal pyramidal neurons is proportional to the instantaneous value of the aggregate prediction, and that the computation of the aggregate prediction is impaired by hippocampal lesions. In order to test the 'aggregate prediction' hypothesis in both spatial and temporal tasks, this paper presents a real-time neural network capable of describing temporal discrimination and spatial learning in a unified fashion. The neural network incorporates detectors that can be tuned to a particular value of continuous temporal or spatial variables. In the temporal domain, computer simulations were carried out for temporal discrimination in classical conditioning and instrumental learning, classical conditioning under different interstimulus intervals (ISIs), and classical conditioning with mixed ISIs. In the spatial domain, computer simulations were carried out for place and cue learning. The paper shows that under the 'aggregate prediction' hypothesis the network correctly describes activity of hippocampal pyramidal neurons and the effect of hippocampal lesions in temporal and spatial learning. These results suggest that, rather than either a temporal or spatial function, the hippocampus is involved in the computation of variables common to both temporal and spatial navigation.